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B700 is a room -2.5m by 4.5m, bounded by wall B711 to north, wall B703 to east, 
wall B706 to south, and wall B717 to west. B700 is an Archaic storeroom with an Archaic 
surface covered with pithos scatters and plakas (excavated in 2003). There is a stone bench 
abutting wall B706 in the centraVsouthern portion of the trench. B700 is bounded to the 
south by trench B1200 and to north by trench B1500, both Archaic storerooms excavated 
in 2003. There is a doorway in the northeastern comer of B700 leading into B1500. 

Excavation in B700 this year was conducted to explore the area underneath the 
Archaic floor surface to determine whether final Neolithic levels similar to those excavated 
in trench B 1200 in 2003 continue underneath B700. Excavation was conducted from 1 
June 04 to 18 June 04. The trench supervisor was Rob Cuthrell. Trench assistants were 
Clara Scarry, Carolyn ~ d e ~ ,  Cait Johnson, and Rachel McCleery. The workman was 
Nikoli Speliarotis. 

Brief Loci & Pail Descriptions: 

First Archaic surface & packing ' B724.1 
Second Archaic surface & packing B724.2-4 
Transitional Archaic -> Final Neolithic B725.1-4 
Final Neolithic level B726.1-4 
Final Neolithic hearth B727.1-5 
Final Neolithic surface B728.1 

Excavation in B700 this year began in the area bounded by walls B7 17 and B7 1 1, 
south to the northern edge of the stone bench, and east to a line of plakas resting on the 
first Archaic surface (-2.4m east of wall B717). Excavation later extended into area 
directly west of stone bench to wall B717. 

The first pass over the first Archaic floor and packing (pail B724.1) revealed a 
second Archaic floor surface underneath, surface composed of regular grey clay embedded 
with small pebbleslcarbon flecks, second Archaic surface looks much like the fist.  A 
possible small piece of iron was recovered from the sieve with this pail. 

Pails B724.2-4 removed the second Archaic surface and packing underneath to 
reach ~ansitional ArchaicIFN level at bottom. Soil removed in these pails gradually 
transitions from grey to reddishlgrey clay. A few large stones were exposed with this pail, 
later removed. Two fragments of a final Neolithic figurine were recovered during 
excavation in pail B724.3. One figurine fragment appears to be the head of a bird, the other 
is a body piece of the same bird-figurine. Precise location of figurine fragments not 
recorded, both were recovered from pottery later. 

Pails B725.1-4 removed the transitional Archaic/FN material to reach the FN level 
at bottom. The tops of central and southern stone platforms were exposed with these pails. 
The rest of the grayish Archaic floor packing was removed with this locus. 



Pails B726.1-4 removed soil from fmal Neolithic level underneath Archaic floor 
packing. Central and southern stone platforms were defrned with these pails. Central stone 
platform is roughly rectangular, oriented NW-SE. Feature is -1 00cm NW-SE and -75cm 
NE-SW. Southern stone concentration also roughly rectangular with a linear accumulation 
of four larger stones running roughly E-W on northern end. Feature is -90cm E-W by 
-70cm N-S. A final Neolithic hearth in the southeastern comer of the locus area was 
exposed, burnt bone and flecks of carbon mixed with FN pottery were recovered from area 
with this locus. A linear accumulation of stones (possibly a feature) borders the final 
Neolithic hearth to the west, accumulation runs roughly N-S and is -65cm long. A final 
Neolithic surface was exposed at the bottom of this locus in the area between central and 
southern stone platforms and to the west of the central stone platform. Surface is packed, 
regular red clay embedded with small pebbles a few carbon flecks. One chipped stone 
flake was recovered from sieve in pail B726.1, precise location unknown. The top of 
B726.1 is at the same level as the bottom of walls B706 and B711, all further excavation 
was below the level of these walls. The bottom of wall B717 was reached midway through 
B716.1. 

Pails B727.1-5 excavated the final Neolithic hearth in the southeastern comer of the 
locus area. A concentration of disarticulated porcine remains was exposed in and around an 
in situ final Neolithic pot base resting in the hearth area, pot base was -1 5 cm in diameter. 
Chipped stone flakes were recovered along with ash, FN pottery from several vessels, 
burnt bone and pottery. Hearth was -25cm in diameter. Porcine remains and in situ FN 
vessel were removed, soil underneath was relatively sterile and ashy. Three stone flakes 
were recovered in this locus, one each &om pails B727.1, B727.2, and B727.5. The stone 
flake from B727.5 was recovered -20cm north of FN vessel base, the rest were recovered 
from the sieve. 

Pail B728.1 removed the fmal Neolithic surface in the area between central and 
southern stone concentrations and to west of central stone concentration. Soil removed was 
dark red and sterile, trench was closed after this pass. 

Discussion: 

Excavation in B700 this year revealed what is probably an exterior fmal Neolithic 
habitation surface in the area between and to the west of the two stone platforms. There 
were few finds from this area, pottery was mostly FN with some LMIIIC. The final 
Neolithic hearth with the linear stone feature just to west of it probably represents the 
interior of a structure against which the stone platforms were built. The linear stone 
accumulation to west of hearth may represent all that remains of the wall of this structure. 
Another possibility is that the linear accumulation of stones west of hearth represents the 
top of an FN wall that runs underneath Archaic wall B706 to join with the northern final 
Neolithic wall running east-west in trench B1200. It is unclear whether the stone platforms 
have any relationship with the final Neolithic walls in B1200. 

Finds from FN level in exterior space were sparse as a whole, only one chipped 
stone flake and the FN figurine fragments were recovered from this area, along with FN 
pottery. This is not surprising if the area is exterior. FN deposit in and around hearth was 
much richer and more indicative of interior habitation deposit, though the area excavated 
was very small. Three chipped stone flakes, the FN cookpot with porcine remains, and a 
greater density of FN pottery in general was recovered from this area. Further excavation 



in area thought to be interior is not possible due to presence of significant Archaic features 
on uppermost floor surface of room. 
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